
Levitate Sees 67% Growth 
in New Clients Through 
UltraTarget’s Custom 
Demand Generation Services

About Us
UltraTarget’s mission is to help select businesses generate 

new sales opportunities by developing custom strategies 

that includes email, phone, social media, direct mail, and

enterprise procurement outreach. 

UltraTarget delivers reliable B2B demand generation 

for select clients like Levitate to help them grow their 

business.

CASE  
STUDY

Objective

We’ve used different marketing methods, but nothing is like 

this. Our sales reps are speaking with a lot more prospects 

than ever before.”

Levitate is a production company that 

produces compelling live and animated 

videos that deliver measurable results.

The company combines high quality custom 

video development with white glove 

customer service. To accelerate their growth, 

they needed to find additional ways to add 

new customers.

Levitate’s demand generation had always 

been done internally. When their Director of 

Marketing moved on to a new role they were 

left with the decision to backfill the position 

or to outsource demand generation to a 

dedicated vendor.
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Strategy
Levitate decided to outsource their demand generation 

efforts, which allowed them to focus on other areas of their 

business.

What they found were a lot of companies saying “yes” to any 

new client. High upfront costs.  No promises. No guarantees.

When Levitate engaged UltraTarget they had a much 

different experience. UltraTarget consulted with them on 

demand generation strategy and assisted with defining 

goals. UltraTarget also offered a complimentary “blueprint” 

upfront which allowed Levitate to see early results prior to 

full engagement.

Levitate selected UltraTarget’s email, social media, and call 

down approach to connect with their prospects in a variety 

of ways. The omni-channel outreach, copy and campaign 

strategy, and remarketing engine was the total package.

Levitate had time to see real results and confirm UltraTarget 

was the right partner prior to commitment.

The Future
Finding potential clients and customers is one thing.  

Selling them is another.

It takes serious resources and investment to do both 

well.  That’s why many small to mid-size businesses 

struggle.  They try to do it all and bear the entire 

cost of execution and missed opportunities.

For many companies it makes sense to outsource 

demand generation efforts. Having a proven, trusted, 

and cost-effective expert in place generates new 

sales opportunities, brings on new clients and 

increases revenue.

Today, UltraTarget continues to create opportunities 

for Levitate. Moving prospects into their remarketing 

engine that provides continuous education and 

incentives.  This gives Levitate’s dedicated sales 

force an ongoing and growing list of warm leads that 

they have a real opportunity to convert into paying, 

multi-video clients.

“UltraTarget secured Levitate an array of 

opportunities. Some prospects were ready 

to discuss specific projects and others were 

interested in general information about Levitate’s 

capabilities. In addition to the opportunities 

provided, we also found the leads and remarketing 

list extremely valuable. Diversification of our 

marketing spend was always the plan and we were 

pleased with the results.”
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Benefits
Try Before You Buy

Long term, multi-channel execution

Affordable. No long-term contracts 

Thanks to UltraTarget’s demand generation efforts we’ve 

been able to increase the number of people our sales 

team is talking to, which has boosted our client count 

and helped us grow our business.”

The Result
UltraTarget began their work by identifying Levitate’s ideal 

customer profile and developing messaging to target this 

audience. With this in place they were ready to launch their 

demand generation efforts.

Levitate started their engagement with a goal of 400 

opportunities per month via email, social media and 

call down marketing efforts. Throughout the process, 

UltraTarget provided all of the validating, verification,  

and contacting of the prospects.  

By December 2020, UltraTarget was able to triple the 

number of prospects Levitate was speaking to when 

compared to December 2019.

INCREASE IN
NEW CLIENTS

67% MOST 
NEW
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CONTACT US

We deliver reliable B2B  
demand generation for  

select clients.

https://www.ultratarget.com/

